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Is it possible to find a magnetic monopole in two-dimensional spin ice?
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In this work we study the presence of magnetic monopoles and strings in a two-dimensional frustrated magnetic
material. Despite some exciting suspicions for its existence from the realms of quantum mechanics (since the
works of Dirac and later of tHooft-Polyakov), a magnetic monopole remains elusive after decades of searching
in particle accelerators and cosmic rays. Recently, Castelnovo et al. (Nature 451, 42 (2008)) have suggested
that magnetic monopoles are the natural excited states in a type of magnetic material known as spin ice. The
existence of these excitations in a condensed matter system is exciting in itself. In an experimental work, Wang
et al. (Nature 439, 303 (2006), Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 037205) have produced a square lattice spin-ice in
an artificial form, as an array of nanoscale magnets. This system is naturally frustrated. The study of low-
dimensional materials is also interesting in itself and, obviously, the materialization of such lower dimensional
structures is more one important impulse for new researches. Therefore, the proposal of this work is to consider
two-dimensional spin ices. We study the topology of the ground state and obtain the excited states of the
system. Our calculations and analysis are based upon the dipolar interactions between the nanomagnetic
islands displayed in the special geometry, which generates such material. We show that magnetic poles can be
created and this process inevitably leads to a string-like excitation joining the north and south poles, whose
presence is evidenced by an extra energy cost behaving like linear confining potential. Then, at first sight,
magnetic poles should be confined in a two-dimensional spin ice. However, we also argue that entropic effects
may vanish the string tension, deconfining these structures above a critical temperature, isolating the planar
magnetic charges. Once this realizes, the question of technological applications of this system is relevant. For
instance, learning how to move the magnetic monopoles around would be an important step towards technologies
involving magnetic analogous of electric circuits.


